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About This Game

"Project Cabin" is a short First-Person game with a touch of exploration, puzzle and mystery.
Use headphones to enjoy the binaural sound.

- Explore the cabin.
- Grab, drag and manipulate objects.

- Press little buttons without any sense.
- Be careful with the axe.

- Rummage in the drawers.
- Warm your hands in the fireplace.

- Solve how to get the front door open.
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Title: Project Cabin
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
@VincentLTower
Publisher:
@VincentLTower
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: i3 4150 - AMD A8 7600

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 750 ti - AMD R7 265

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English
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Mindless casual fun. The granddaddy of the Match 3 genre. Easier to play than Huniepop. I'd say it's a better deal to buy this
with a few $$ instead of playing Candy Crush.. its free what do you have to lose. plus its pretty trippy.. If you like this game and
didnt play insane 1 fair enough
if you liked this game and played insane 1 shame on you

No STOP RUINING MY FRANCHISES NO!

2/10. Old yes, boring no, Medieval II Total War is an addicting strategy game that combines turn base and real time gameplay to
make one of the greatest games on the planet.
With the huge array of mods for it, it might be inpossible for anyone one to get bored.. you piece of shet

this game sucks. Worth it at any price point.

A great story-driven emulation of a tabletop roleplaying game, with a captivating setting and art style.

It's not perfect: I did get stuck once and had to look it up online but it didn't detract enough from the wonder of the game for me
not to strongly recommend it.. I just came back to it after not playing for a year or so, maybe a couple years...
... and there are still a lot of menu bugs or UI quirks that make playing solely on a controller irritating. This was the main reason
I stopped playing for a long while in the first place.

The game itself is fun, the local multiplayer modes are neat, but it feels like a controller game. I just wish after all this time that
the menus would be more streamlined for controller use.. Very good strategic game
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lag and frame rate drops make it very difficult to play. Given the game's age, the £5.59RRP is over priced. If it is on sale
though, it is a very fun pinball game. I enjoy it, and it's a bit more arcade-y (and by that I mean more Pinball Dreams than
pinball simulation) than some of the more advanced pinball games on Steam. There is only one table, but I like it a lot. The ball
rarely goes down the sides or the middle, it is well designed in that sense and the controls are responsive. You feel like your skill
level counts, and there's lots of cool little mini-games and ways to score points. The music is great, the theme is classic, and it is
a great way to fill 5 minutes when bored. I'm a happy owner, but then again I loved this game when I got it as a kid. Maybe I'm
just nostalgic.. I took a gamble on this game since I really enjoyed their previous one, "Death Road to Canada".

In a nutshell, if the stuff you see in the trailer (rougelike, fantasy setting, randomized levels and equipment), then you will enjoy
this. I give this a "recommended" and remain hopeful since the developer of the game have a habit of updating and adding new
things. Heck, Death Road to Canda just got an update few months ago and it's two years old.. I have this. I have played it.

it is not a game. It is a terrifying experince.

This is some sort of conglomeration of code that looks like a tile game but is so entirely artifical that every moment you spend
looking at it makes you painfuly aware that you could be doing something else. ANYTHING ELSE.

It's hard to find a reason to play this game for even a few seconds.. A very short slideshow of a sort, if you fancy something that
takes 5 minutes of your time, go for it. A fairly relaxing experience.. The dark mist cards are not really worth it, but the evil
swarms are okay. Only buy if you like playing okay controll decks
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